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Preface
Admittedly weak when trying to delineate my thoughts in a non-poetic format such as
this, I couldn’t decide whether to include some introductory remarks or not, wanting to
avoid exposing my expository underbelly to the unseen masses who consume poetry.
Ultimately, I decided it would be better to, at least, try. Generally, I prefer to let my work
speak for itself but, as may be particularly apparent in this collection, some explanation
could be informative, if not helpful, especially to readers who find the poems
intimidating, strange or simply uncomfortable.
Most of the poems collected here were created using language from other texts. Some
people refer to this kind of poetry as found poetry, which is also the way I refer to it.
What begun many years ago as an exercise to expand my use of vocabulary, as well as
my possibilities for creating poetry outside my usual lexicon, turned into a legitimate
writing process. I was making something new. You be the judge.
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generation-x gap

haphazard after-hours focus in the predawn maddened me
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I am drawn in circles,
swept undercurrents of water lilies
left my feet to drift away from the rock planet
risking amniotic space.
Going back to the shift-spun beginnings
the lust of teeth and knives
cracked the dawn.

The thunder-jolt of early morning.
A wasteland and fucked.

My brother learned to catch blue-bellies
frozen in the sun under geraniums.
It was well over 100 degrees of heat or more than 360.
There was no one else to argue with.
I was kicked once by a roommate.

A bowl of oranges rolled over.
Dogs chased their own tails.
Bottles were smashed on the pavement.
Broadcasts continued over the airwaves.
I lost my silver ring.
The planet kept turning
rotating in space through alien showers.
The secret messages could not be deciphered.
A giant hang-yellow sky full of sun.

Blue was misplaced and forgotten.
At noon a siren cried out from somewhere.
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the geologic
will be considered important

the formation was

a subduction zone
awkward in that it would seperate along
the west coast
a sedimentary rock that was eroded
probably a surf zone
and wave action worked
on the unconformity
the seas were in a regressive state
regression continues
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